
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                             Date: 11-04-2015 

                                                                                                   

The Chairperson & Managing Director 

Bank of India 

Head Office 

Star House 

BKC- Mumbai. 

 

Respected Madam,                       

                                                  Re: Resolution of Conflict. 

 

 

                A few months ago, an overwhelming majority of workman employees, through a 

detailed representation, urged upon your good selves to discard anti-workman policy mindset, put 

an end to double standards in perks, address concerns arising out of workplace reconfigurations, 

discard unhealthy/ unsound business plan, policies and practices, take measures towards 

expenditure management and put a brake on misuse of publicity fund etc.                

              The management responded to the said representation by initiating dialogues with the 

Federation of Bank of India Staff Unions. Over the last 2-3 months, there have been useful 

engagements with the management of the Bank at higher and top level on the issues and/or 

demands concerning workman employees. The management, inter alia, made firm commitments 

in the talks to pursue a line of action to deliver on promise soon, set the consultative processes in 

motion for a desired course correction in business plan, policies, strategies and practices, stop 

wasteful expenditure, nurture bipartisanship to restore industrial peace. To be specific, the 

management reiterated their commitment to introduce the facility of reimbursement of Petrol 

Expenses to end double standard and reassured the Federation to address other genuine or 

legitimate concerns. It was perceived as an attitude of seriousness, positivity and commitment on 

the part of the management towards taking responsibilities of resolving issues and disputes 

amicably.  But, the absence of timelines to resolve the industrial disputes is reflective of re-

emergence of non-serious attitude of the management. Furthermore, rhetoric promises have left 

workman employees outraged.  Workman Employees look for outcome beyond diplomatic 

clichés.    

           There is an urgent need to discard anti-workman policy mindset. The perpetuation of 

discriminatory policy approach has terribly disturbed disparity ratio in terms of inter-cadre 

compensation in our Bank and thus seriously prejudiced the interests of workman employees. 

The management also needs to revive an organisational culture where everyone, irrespective of 

cadre, is equally valued, duly respected and proportionately compensated.  
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              There is also an urgent need to adopt sustainable business model and practices to put 

our esteemed Bank in a better position among competitors. Good business practices are 

undoubtedly a differentiator. Hence, the need of hour is to lay down a business template of 

efficiency and profitability through best practices. It is in this context, we are repeatedly urging 

upon you to discard unhealthy business practices, put an end to wasteful expenditure and stop 

misuse of publicity fund. 

                We have time-and-again explained and prioritised our needs/ concerns and urged upon 

your good selves to fast track the course correction and process of resolving the issues/ disputes. 

Worryingly, the easy going attitude of the management in addressing concerns and settling the 

disputes has diminished the prospect of revival of mutual trust, shared understanding and 

bilateral relationship. It can well be understood from the fact that the management, vide 

letter Ref. No. HO: HR: IR:MSS : L-522 dated 2nd December, 2014, convened a meeting of 

Central Consultative Committee on 9th December, 2014 apparently with a view to 

discussing and resolving the disputes/ issues. But, the meeting was postponed to an 

indefinite date for reasons not known to us. Shockingly, the management has not so far 

found time to reconvene the postponed meeting. It is reflective of the lack of commitment 

on the part of the management to discuss and resolve the disputes/ issues in a forum that 

has assiduously been built in the Bank     

            In this background, we are left with no alternative than to lodge protest against the 

management’s attitude towards our issues, concerns and demands. Nevertheless, we are willing 

to discuss and resolve the disputes/ issues bilaterally, if the management comes forward 

earnestly to settle/ resolve the disputes/ issues. 

            We await an early response.                 

            With kind regards, 

  

                                                                                                 Yours faithfully, 

 

  

 (Dinesh Jha “Lallan”) 

                                                                                                  General Secretary 

Copy to-  The Executive Director 

              -for kind information please. 

                                  

              (Dinesh Jha Lallan) 


